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Every now and again, something comes along in the world of dentistry that 

completely revolutionises it.  Implants have done exactly that.

If your smile could do with some fixing up, dental implants from Cape Road Dental 
Practice could be the solution you’re looking for.

The reality is that your teeth can and do have a massive impact on your quality of life.  Painful 

teeth can cause you stress, anxiety and discomfort, whilst unattractive teeth can lead to a loss of 

confidence.  In essence, life’s too short to have teeth that are causing you problems.

Up until fairly recently, when people were really struggling with their teeth, they’d turn to dentures, 

and whilst dentures can be a solution, they can also cause long-term problems.

Enter implants.

For the last few years, dental implants have offered an alternative and much more permanent 

solution to the problem of missing teeth; and with a success rate of 96%, it’s fair to say that it’s a 

solution well worth considering.

To find out more about how our implants can change your life, call us now on 01926 491 029
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What are dental implants?

Implants allow you to replace damaged or missing teeth by ‘implanting’ a titanium insert into your 

jawbone that fuses with the bone over the course of a few months.  

Once the implant has been placed, it can act as a foundation for a secure replacement tooth that’s 

fitted straight into the titanium implant.  Dental implants can be used to replace one tooth, several 
teeth or even a whole jaw of teeth using our Same Day Teeth services.

Titanium is the material of choice as it 100% biocompatible and easily integrates with the body 

and intolerance only occurs in very rare cases.

What are the advantages of dental implants?

Implants are now a very popular treatment type and for good reason – they work very, very well.  

Here are some of the key advantages of opting for dental implant surgery:

They’re a natural solution

Unlike dentures and other treatments, implants feel like the most natural things in the world.  

There’s no discomfort, very little maintenance other than regular cleaning and check ups, just a 

permanent solution designed to let you get on with your life: healthy, happy and confident.
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They’re an attractive solution

It’s extremely common to experience a lack of confidence when you aren’t happy with your teeth – 
the trouble is that some ‘solutions’ don’t make your teeth any more aesthetically pleasing.  Dental 
implants do, in a big way.  Fitting harmoniously with your own teeth, implant-borne teeth are 

difficult to distinguish from the real thing, in both function and appearance.

They protect against bone loss

Dental implants make sure that the stress applied to your jawbone is even, just like real teeth. This 
helps to ensure that your jawbone stays healthy.

They’re pain free

Unlike other solutions, once your implants are in and secure, that’s that – you’re done. No poor fit, 
no painful pressure points, no obstruction of speech and no loss of enjoyment in food and taste.

They work like your normal teeth

Implants don’t work like false teeth.  There’s no taking them out and putting them in a glass of 

water over night, and the chance of them becoming loose is the same as the rest of your natural 

teeth.

They look great!

Implants don’t just work like normal teeth, they look and feel like normal teeth too.  If you’ve had 

enough of being embarrassed about your smile and you want to improve it, implants are ideal.

They’re comfortable

Before implants were introduced, dentures were one of the main solutions to replace missing or 

unhealthy teeth.  Not any more.  Dentures had their place, but they weren’t the most comfortable 
things in the world – implants feel exactly like ordinary teeth, and you’ll notice the difference 

immediately.

To find out more about how our implants can change your life, call us now on 01926 491 029
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They’re strong

The titanium implant means that your teeth will be strong, healthy and immoveable and as long 

as you look after them, you’ll be able to bite into an apple without worrying about there being any 

problems!

They last for ages (even for a lifetime)

You’re probably getting the picture now – dental implants allow you to have teeth just like natural 

teeth.  Look after them carefully and they’ll last you for a very long time.
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Are dental implants safe?

Yes.  40 years of intensive independent research says so.  Since they were first developed in the 
1960s, the use of dental implants has been investigated in over 10,000 scientific studies, and a 
success rate of 96% confirms that they are very safe indeed.

As with normal teeth, it’s important that you look after your implants.  We recommend regular 

check-ups and a conscientious hygiene routine to make sure that your teeth and implants remain 

as strong and healthy as possible.
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Are dental implants right for you?

Before deciding that implants are the way forward for you, it’s important to understand whether 

they are the solution you require.

If you’re experiencing or have experienced the following, then you could almost certainly benefit 
from dental implants:

When tooth decay or gum disease leads to tooth loss

No matter what your age, there are certain tooth and gum diseases that can result in tooth loss. In 

these cases, dental implants can be the perfect solution to revitalise your natural smile.

When an accident leads to tooth loss

Whether you’ve fallen over and knocked a tooth out or you’ve lost one playing sport, dental 

implants could well be the right solution to replace that tooth and in some cases, implants can 

even be inserted immediately after the accident.

When teeth have been missing since birth

Many people have had to deal with missing teeth since birth.  If your teeth haven’t developed 

correctly or aren’t completely grown, implants can help you get your smile to where you want it.

Are they suitable for you?

If you’re struggling with missing teeth, then the chances are, implants are suitable for you.  As soon 

as jaw growth is complete, dental implants become appropriate, making them a solution for nearly 

all age groups.
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Who are Cape Road’s dental implant team?

At Cape Road, we’re fortunate to have both implant surgeons and restorative dentists available to 

service our patients, so if you’re after implants, we’ll be able to see you pretty quickly.

Dr Marcus Gambroudes and Dr Dominic Wild head up our implant team and both are extremely 
experienced in the field of implant surgery, having both undergone extensive post graduate 
training in this precise field.  With over 2500 successful implant placements completed, they know 
what they’re doing.

Consultant Oral & Maxillofacial surgeon, Mr Sat Parmar is the other key figure in the implant 
team and he carries out complex bone grafting procedures and manages those cases that require 

general anaesthetic.
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If you’re missing more than one tooth, then often the most logical thing to do is to fix a bridge to 
the dental implants in order to ensure a stable and secure foundation.

What treatment do you need?

The implant treatment you’ll receive at Cape Road will very much depend on your individual needs 

and how extensive the work you need doing is.

If you’re missing one tooth:

The most sensible and aesthetically pleasing way to deal with this problem is to use a dental 

implant and ceramic crown to fill the gap.  Simple, straightforward and fast.

If you’re missing several teeth:
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If you’re missing all of your teeth in your upper or lower jaw:

In this situation you’ve got a couple of different options.  Either the dental implants will offer the 

necessary stability to allow you use removable dentures or you could opt for an implant-borne row 

of teeth that are fixed into place for the ultimate functional and aesthetic solution. We can also 
replace natural teeth in a day using our Same Day Teeth treatments.

To find out more about how our implants can change your life, call us now on 01926 491 029
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What’s the next step?

Given how effective it is, it’s actually surprisingly easy to get dental implant treatment.

First things first, you’ll come in for an examination.  This is a really important step as it helps us 
to work out whether or not it’s the right course of treatment for you.  Once we’ve evaluated your 

situation, we’ll discuss your treatment options with you and talk through costs and procedures.

If dental implant surgery is the way to go and you’re happy to go ahead, we’ll book you in for your 

appointment.  The actual process of placing the implant is fairly quick, usually 15-30 minutes, and 

it’s very gentle – no high-pitched and noisy drills in sight!

Once the surgery is complete, we’ll continue to work with you to ensure that the implant is 

integrating well with your jawbone and that your entire mouth is as healthy as possible. We will 

then fix the teeth to your implants, giving you the function and smile that you have been longing 
for.

That’s all there is to it!  For more information or to book a free dental implant consultation (worth 

over £150), call us on 01926 491 029 and get started on a more confident and pain free future.
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Take advantage of a FREE dental implant 

consultation for a limited time only…

For a limited time we are offering a completely free dental implant consultation here at 

Cape Road Warwick that would usually be charged at £150. This consultation includes 
a free x-ray and detailed report that you’ll take away explaining the right treatment for 

you. You’ll sit down with one of our friendly expert dentists and have all of your 

questions answered. 

To book your free consultation please call 01926 491 029 and quote 

‘implants brochure’ upon booking . 
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Here’s just a few of what our happy patients said about 

their dental implants…

“Every step of the way I have felt comfortable, listened to and taken care of – fabulous!”
Mrs Cunningham (Warwick)

“Thank you for the care and attention you have shown me regarding my teeth, I am delighted with 
them. The fit is perfect and now my mouth isn’t sore.”
Mrs Patricia Newey (Leamington Spa)

“My new teeth are beautiful, I really couldn’t be more delighted with them and I am still finding it 
difficult to believe how simple and ‘struggle free’ the whole process was.”
Mrs Pamela Tucker (Warwick)

“Thank you for being so kind and careful, and helping to make the whole procedure bearable. The 
new teeth are performing well and I am totally unaware of them now.”
Mrs Anne Terry (Kenilworth)

“I am highly delighted with my new implants, I can’t remember smiling so much.”
Cliff Seville (Manchester)
 
“I am very pleased with my implants, not only with the new look but also the fit and feel, I hardly 
know they are there, as well as the whole treatment process – first class.”
James Hudson (Nottingham)

“Thank you for you kind care, attention and above all patience. Please also pass on my thanks to 
your colleagues in the laboratory for their brilliant work.”
Mrs Helen Harman (Stratford upon Avon)

“I would just like to say how happy I am with the outcome of my implant treatment. It’s better than 
I ever imagined and I now feel like have a permanent smile.”
Mr Simon Smart (Bromsgrove)

“The treatment you carried out following my accident was by all accounts fairly major, however the 
level of care and professionalism you and your team showed me was outstanding.”
Mr Andrew Stewart (Stratford upon Avon)

“To sum up my experience in a word it would have to be amazing. Thank you!”
Mrs Susan James (Solihull)
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Cape Road Dental Implant Case Study
Client: Mrs. P
Dentist: Marcus Gambroudes

Understandably, Mrs. P was confused and shocked; she had never smoked and had always done her 

utmost to remain fit and healthy through physical exercise and a nutritious diet. 

“Socially I shut down and found myself increasingly unhappy”

“My local Dentist told me that I would lose all of my teeth by my early 40s and as you can imagine 
that was quite a bombshell for me. It wrecked my self-esteem, I ended up putting on weight and 

fell into a deep depression. Socially I shut down and found myself increasingly unhappy, knowing 

one day I would lose all of my teeth. Because of my problems I also kept my distance from friends 

and family.”

Treatment Planning

Following the diagnosis, Mrs. P was adamant from the outset that, to minimise lifestyle disruption 

and potential embarrassment she wanted dental implants. 

“I felt embarrassed to talk about my problem”

“It was very hard for me to seek help, as I felt embarrassed to talk about my problem, knowing 

that I would have to open my mouth. It was my deepest secret and I felt I could not talk to anyone 

about it.

At the age of 36 I had my first child. My gums deteriorated rapidly and during my pregnancy I lost 
two of my teeth, my gums were bleeding and I was in constant pain. I went to see an NHS dental 

clinic and a few private clinics, but it was like they didn’t have the time to listen to my concerns.”

Background

Mrs. P approached us in February after a friend (and 

patient at Cape Road) recommended our practice.  She 

was suffering from ‘loose teeth’ and at the age of 36, had 

completely lost confidence in her appearance.

During a quick initial inspection, it became clear that she 
was suffering from gum disease and her remaining teeth 

had very little chance of surviving.
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“The Cape Road dental team were excellent”

“Cape Road Dental Practice was like a breath of fresh air. At my first visit, friendly staff members 
welcomed me and the team conducted a professional consultation. They asked me a number of 

questions such as ‘what is your biggest fear?’ and ‘what matters to you the most in life?’ I said that 

my biggest fear was to smile in public and I wanted to be more confident.”

“It was like going to see my best friend, that’s how comfortable they made me feel.”

 “Throughout the whole process it was as if the Cape Road team were with me every step of the way. 
I knew I could have total confidence in their ability. The treatment was carried out smoothly and 
professionally; I loved going to the clinic, knowing each time I left that I was one step closer to my 
dream smile. The team are professional, very sincere, and very supportive. It was almost like going to see 
my best friend, that’s how comfortable they made me feel.”

The Result

“The Cape Road team have changed my life”
“No one can fully understand how much it means to me to be able to smile and not worry about what 
people think of my horrible teeth. But they can see that now I’m definitely a much more confident and 
happier person. The Cape Road team have changed my life for the better. Having the Same Day Teeth 
treatment is the best investment I have ever made – the smile on my face is priceless.”

Before After

If you’d like to chat about dental implant options, call 01926 491 029 and quote 

“Implant Brouchure” and receive a FREE and friendly, no-strings Dental Implant 
Consultation worth £150. We’ll also carry out a free x-ray and you’ll leave with a detailed 
report of the best way forward from our expert team. 
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A little more about Cape Road Dental in Warwick

Award winning dental care in the heart of Warwickshire that’s like “walking into a family 

atmosphere”

No one likes visiting the dentist; it’s an unfortunate occupational hazard that we face every day!

But at Cape Road Dental Practice, rather than sit back and accept our unlikeable fate, we’ve spent 
a lifetime combatting the stereotypes and creating the most calm, comfortable and cosy practice 

possible for our patients and won numerous awards in the process!

You’ll be welcomed through our doors by our abundantly friendly team who’ll do anything they can 

to make you feel comfortable, while you take everything at your own pace!

We’re a team of young and enthusiastic, gentle and empathetic dentists, who’ll always have your 

best interests at heart. 

Here at Cape Road we have a special interest in dental implants and we’ve seen hundreds of 

patients over the years. You’ll feel secure in the knowledge that we really enjoy providing dental 

implants and here’s just a few of our recent awards to prove it...

You’ll find us located in 
the heart of Warwick:

9 Cape Road

Warwick

Warwickshire

CV34 4JP 

01926 491 029
Reception@capedental.co.uk


